FRIDAY, 16 MARCH 2018
1300 - WELCOME - Aviary Ballroom
Art Tomassetti (F), Lockheed Martin
SETP President
Maj Jameel Janjua, RCAF (M)
Symposium Chairman

TECHNICAL SESSION I
1315 - 1345
“Frame 41/43: An Example of Loads Testing for Service Life Extension in the AV8B”
Maj Aaron Pridgen, USMC (M)

1345 - 1415
“A Flight Test Investigation of Trim Changes with Configuration Change on General Aviation Aircraft and Their Potential for Contributing to Loss of Control”
Ralph Kimberlin (F)

1415 - 1445
“Complete Air Data System Calibration on the Fly”
Maj Juan Jurado, USAF

1445 - 1515 COFFEE BREAK

1515 - 1545
“Seeing Shock Waves: Background Oriented Schlieren for Flight Test”
Nils Larson (AF), NASA
Ed Haering, NASA

1545 - 1615
“The Role of Enlisted Aviators in the Officer Dominated World of Military Flight Test”
Capt Sean McTaggart, USAF
Maj Quinn Gallagher, USAF
MSgt Johnny Cosca, USAF

1615 - 1645
“Automation and Flight Test”
William Gray (F), USAF Test Pilot School

SATURDAY, 17 MARCH 2018
0800 - 0830
Continental Breakfast - 2nd Floor Foyer

TECHNICAL SESSION II
0830 - 0900
“F-35 Drag Chute Testing”
Maj Martin van de Pol, Royal Netherlands AF (AM)
Maj Eskil Amdal, Royal Norwegian AF (M)

0900 - 0930
“Combined DT/OT: The CSAR CTF as a Model for Future Air Force Test Units”
Lt Col Lane Cook, USAF
Capt Don Koeniguer, USAF

0930 - 1000 COFFEE BREAK
(Sponsored by General Atomics Aeronautical)

1000 - 1030
“The LearFan: A Design and Development History: Problems and Resolutions, Flight Test Lessons Learned”
Joe Brownlee (AF)

1030 - 1100
“No Matter How Hard You Plan: Be Ready for the Unexpected”
Rich Lee (F), K2 Aviation

1100 - 1115
“State of the Society”
Art Tomassetti (F), Lockheed Martin
SETP President

1115 - 1120
Flight Test Safety Committee Update
Maurice Girard (F), Bombardier Aerospace Committee Member, FTSC

1120 - 1130
Special Business Meeting
Maurice Girard (F), Bombardier Aerospace SETP President-Elect

1130 - BUFFET LUNCHEON ~ OUTSIDE ON THE NORTH BEACH
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